I do hope you are all managing a little flying.
The Spring looks promising for the Strut with a
talk from Hyperloop in February and the
possibility of an early fly-in if Covid allows.
We are still looking for speakers so come and
tell us your flying related stories.
All the best for the festive season.

With the clocks changing it is getting dark by late
afternoon and it has turned colder and wetter.
Time to do that work you have been meaning to
do........?
Hopefully we will get some of those crisp clear
and calm days over the winter. In the meantime
enjoy your aviation when you can

The money that the airfield fund gave us to
resurrect the Dirleton Airfield project did not
unlock the East Lothian planning permission
problems as we had hoped.
Now that all the concerns originally raised have
been addressed and the early objectors have
withdrawn from the process it is a mystery why
permission has not been granted. The East
Lothian Planning still have not told us what their
reasoning is and I now doubt they ever will.
On the positive side our fly-in at Balado shows
we can still make it happen.

Don’t forget, Colin Lourie has unearthed some
new (old) photographs from his huge collection,
taken continuously since he was a schoolboy
right up to the present day. Poster on the next
page.

A lovely photo, taken I think last Easter, by Iain
Bright as he flew past Ben Nevis in his Europa.

The Virgin email address I used for the Newsletter has stopped working so I am now using
this one instead; andrewj.macleod46@gmail.com
Please use this from now on and apologies if
anything you have sent in has been
accidentally lost.

Monday 6th December
at the Harrow Hotel
Eskbank Road, Dalkeith
at 8.00pm

Colin Lourie will give
a Presentation of
never seen before
aviation photos.

About the Light Aircraft Association:
www.laa.uk.com

With a history extending over 70 years, the
UK Light Aircraft Association promotes safe
and economical operation of sports and
recreational aircraft.
Representing the
aviation interests of around 8,000
recreational pilots, amateur-builders and
enthusiast members, the LAA oversees the
operation of more than 2,500 light aircraft
and the build of another 1,700, whilst
providing sector-leading consultation and
advocacy in aviation-related regulatory
matters both in UK and Europe.
This newsletter can also be viewed on
the Strut website:

eos-strut.org
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Colin Lourie will give one of his always interesting presentations
at the next meeting. 8.00, Harrow Hotel, Monday 6th December
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Spinning
Keith Griggs boosts his knowledge

I mentioned in the last Newsletter that I had
done my revalidation for my PPL. Wednesday
3rd November I went up to Perth to meet Dai
Heather-Hayes to have my licence signed off.
I had also previously spoken to him regarding
spin recovery, something that is not generally
permitted in most aircraft as it would be
intentional. As I rightly informed him that I
would not be able to do this in the Emeraude he
offered to do the exercise in his Pitts S2. After a
short briefing we got strapped into the Pitts,
complete with g strap and safety strap.
Taking off from 03 the Pitts took no time to reach
4,500 feet and after a few general handling turns
it was time to follow through the Pitts going into
the spin. After a number of attempts I got it
right, putting the Pitts into the spin and
recovering after three rotations.
By this time I was beginning to feel myself going
green so we headed back to Perth. On landing
and I had recovered, I debriefed with Dai and
asked about the Human Factors effect on me.
This Dai explained fully; the adrenaline effect
and how the sight, anxiety, and body reacts in
these events.
This exercise is not something that I would want
to repeat on a regular basis, however I do feel
that it is something that we should all practice at
some point.
I learnt a lot in this exercise and would
recommend anyone flying to do the same, it may
well save your life one day.

Wallace Shackleton
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COP 26 passes through Edinburgh
At the recent world summit many exotic aircraft arrived from all around the globe
and parked up at Edinburgh Airport. Colin Lourie took this and the photos on the
next page. Colin spotted that President Biden’s plane, below, is classed as a Boeing
VC-25A and not a 747.
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An unusual phenomenon
Sue Oliver’s friend and fellow microlighter John Whitfield noticed a curious
optical effect while flying at 7000 feet on a cold day in East Lothian and he
wonders if a meteorologist out there might help to explain what it might
be. The sun for some time seemed to appear as two points of light instead
of one and despite attempts to copy the image on other days he was unable
to repeat it.
John was careful to eliminate ‘lens flare’ in an exhaustive effort to recreate
the effect and now thinks it might have something to do with the
temperature and the atmosphere on that day. He has followed up some
ideas in words and photographs and you can read about them in a
comprehensive document if you Google ‘JWR Whitfield Researchgate’.

Since then something similar
has been reported in China
and the following makes
interesting reading.
https://www.livescience.com/330
93-chinese-two-suns-videounexplained.html

John is interested in astronomy, aviation meteorology, Climate Change and
other similar things, and in 2003 he built his own observatory in rural
Lanarkshire, where the skies are darker than in his hometown of Edinburgh.
Here are some photographs of the observatory and
some lovely images of the sun (below) and of
Saturn (overleaf).
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Photo John Whitfield

Storm Arwen

‘This is what Storm
Arwen looked like on the
website windy.com You
can see why East Lothian
was
rather
windy.
Strongest and noisiest
wind I've experienced in
over twenty years living
out here.
An EasyJet flight from
Bristol
made
four
attempts to land then
diverted to Glasgow and
a
BA
flight
from
Heathrow made two
attempts then diverted
all the way back to LHR.

Twin engined Mini
Fancy a Mini with two
engines? There was such
a 4WD version, known to
its friends as a ‘Twini’. As
a racing and rallying car it
might have worked, a
speed of up to 180mph
was eventually hoped for,
but it fell by the wayside
before it could be fully
developed. Apologies but
I can’t remember if it was Ash Gupta or his friend Roger Putnam who saw
one racing at Ingliston.
https://mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk/downton_car_pics_twini.htm
https://twinimini.co.uk/category/twini-mini/

Energy from underwater kites
I had assumed that these were the underwater bobbing or just sitting
there type of generator, but embedded in the article is a video that shows
what a multiplier their clever design is.
https://createdigital.org.au/underwater-kites-tidal-energy-potential/

https://www.bing.com/video
s/search?q=storm+callum+b
ristol+airport&&view=detail
&mid=C703A2DAF5FF5E4640
00C703A2DAF5FF5E464000&
&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvi
deos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dst
orm%2Bcallum%2Bbristol%
2Bairport%26FORM%3DHDR
SC3
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Flying families

I wonder what the Rexons talk about when they
are all at home? Looks like they are all airline
pilots. Captain Wendy Rexon and her first-officer
daughter, Kelly Rexon, are the first mother and
daughter pair in history to pilot a commercial
flight together.
https://www.this-is-italy.com/the-first-motherdaughter-pilot-duo-inhistory/?fbclid=IwAR0Y1hfi3ZtPF6AqkJAAIGKs6nVw1hP
u8bro2aLhaRmCfXxL0soOgSSsVlc

Not forgetting, of course, our home grown flying family. The late Ted Tootell, formerly of this parish,
with son Stephen and grandson Christopher when all three flew for British Airways.

Jetson One
Fancy this as your next homebuild project?
This was in the Devon Strut Newsletter and
it looks like fantastic fun. It is, of course, a
tad expensive and you only get 20 minutes
of runtime for your electric motors, but one
day…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzhREYOK0oo
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Spot the difference

Alan Swegle took these two photos a week apart in November. The first one
shows a shiny new 777 and the one on the right is Boeing’s newest 777X,
the one with a longer wing and the folding wingtips. There are differences,
but can you spot them?

Jim Prettyman could see that the engine’s nacelles were different and John
Mounce spotted changes in the outer flap track, the longer inboard flap and
the door locations, plus a few other things like the wing tips and flap settings.

Dog flies plane
It really does, but not the takeoff and landing. Shadow the
rescue dog was trained to fly a figure of eight for a TV show,
with a pilot in the right hand seat of course and the trainer in
the back giving instructions.
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2021/nov/12/experience-itaught-two-dogs-to-fly-a-plane?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=dog+flying+plane&&view=deta
il&mid=5BFE536DC20C711334A55BFE536DC20C711334A5&rvsmid=9DE8
5C85FAF8951C25E59DE85C85FAF8951C25E5&FORM=VDQVAP

Thanks to Tony Schonfeld for that. I’m also reminded of that
old joke about the airliner of the future having just a pilot and
a dog in the cockpit. The pilot is there to reassure the
passengers and the dog is there to bite him if he touches
anything.
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From the LAA
World Pedal Plane Gatherings

The UK has an annual competition of gathering as many pedal planes together
in one place as possible, with our esteemed colleagues in the USA - the EAA
(Experimental Aircraft Association). The UK first set the trend going in
September 2015, when YES (Co-ordinated by Andre Faehndrich) gathered
15x pedal planes at the Brooklands Museum Aviation Day.

With no event in 2016, YES upped the ante in October 2017 with 24x pedal
planes. The EAA then joined in and at Oshkosh in July 2018 they gathered
28x pedal planes. In September 2018, YES then gathered 31x pedal planes
together, and took the record back.
The EAA then tried for a Guinness World Record attempt at Oshkosh in July
2019, and gathered 53x together, so the record then remains with the USA.
YES then managed 19x in Brooklands in September 2019.
With COVID, both the Oshkosh July 2020 and the later that year the UK attempts
were both postponed. Covid continued to cause disruption and once again
Oshkosh 2021 and a possible attempt at an Australian record at the Australian
International Airshow and Aerospace & Defence Exposition in Avalon on 23rd to
28th November 2021 also fell victim to continued restrictions.
Latest News

The UK will take on and hopefully beat the current record gathering of 53x, at
Old Warden on Wednesday December 29th, in another combination YES/The
Plane Guy event. Having the UK gathering in December means that in future
each side of the Atlantic retains their record for 6 months each, rather than 9-10
months (for the UK) and 2-3 months (for the USA) previously.
Andre reckons there are approximately 70 to 75 pedal planes active in the UK,
and so if you want to come along to help bring the record back to the UK, then
please contact Andre Faehndrich directly by e-mail on andre.faehndrich@ntlworld.com
Andre would like to thank Mike Clews and The Joystick Club www.joystickclub.co.uk/
at White Waltham for their huge support at the UK events over the years and we
look forward to taking the record back to the UK on 29th December 2021 at
Shuttleworth Trust, Old Warden Airfield.
Contact the Plane Guy on 07952-711869
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East of Scotland Strut contacts
Chairman; Justin Kennedy
6 Cammo Walk, Edinburgh EH4 8AN Tel 0131 339 8304 / 07798 661 985
justin @systemwise.co.uk
Co-ordinator and Secretary: Iain Gibson
102 Craigmount Brae, Edinburgh EH12 8XN Tel 0131 339 2351
inrgibson001@btinternet.com
Treasurer and Membership Secretary; Duncan Robertson
17 Cramond Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 6PP Tel 0131 312 7857
duncanrobertson807@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor: Andrew Macleod
102 Gilmore Place, Edinburgh EH3 9PL Tel 0131 228 2774
andrewj.macleod46@gmail.com

I wish it had been true but it was an April Fools joke. I know
I’ve run it before but it still makes me laugh.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=helium+beer+video&&view
=detail&mid=82ED929B8AC72588640182ED929B8AC725886401&&FO
RM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhelium%2Bbeer%
2Bvideo%26FORM%3DHDRSC3

Safety Officer: Steven Borthwick
73 Galbraith Crescent, Larbert, Falkirk FK5 4AZ Tel 07707 856 680 / 01324 555
056
borthwick4@hotmail.com
Committee Member without Portfolio: Ed Lyon
14 Craigielaw Park, Aberlady EH32 0PR Tel 01875 870 117
edlyon@hotmail.co.uk
I
LAA Inspector: Tim Rayner
3 Fowler Street, Tranent EH33 1BU Tel 0187 561 3352 / 0779 515 3392
hipe@btinternet.com
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